Identification of genes associated with tumor development in CaSki cells in the cosmic space.
It is important to understand the mechanisms of tumor development for curing cervical cancer. However, the molecular basis determining the different characteristics of tumor remains unclear. Space environment as a special study model can expand the study field of tumor development. To approach this, after human cervical carcinoma CaSki cells were flown on “Shen Zhou IV” space shuttle mission, the cell morphology and proliferation was investigated after flying to ground. We found that the growth of 48A9 CaSki cell (flight group) became slow compared with ground groups. Observation of cells by light microscopy revealed differences in cell morphology between ground controls and flight groups, and the flight group exhibited morphologic differences, characterized by rounder, smoother, decreased, smaller and low-adhension cells. Transmission electron microscope images showed the structure of the ultrastructural characteristics of 48A9 CaSki cells were clearly distinct from those of the ground CaSki cells in aspects of mitochondrion, cytoplasm, nucleus and ribosomes. MTT and soft agar assay showed that 48A9 CaSki cells grew slowly compared to ground control. Furthermore, suppression subtractive hybridization combining with reverse Northern blot was used to identify differently expression genes between flight and ground groups. These differentially expressed genes included cytoskeleton, cell differentiation, cell apoptosis, signal transduction, DNA repair, protein synthesis, substance metabolism, and antigen presentation. The identification of differently expressed genes which is likely to increase our understanding of the molecular processes underlying tumor development will provide new insight into tumor development mechanisms, and may facilitate the development of new anticancer strategies.